
THE ACO ADVANTAGE:  

Are you reaching your full potential within Doctors ACO? 

 

You joined an ACO because you know the value in working together as a team. Things 

like MIPS (Merit-based Incentive Payment System) will make it more difficult to be an 

independent provider; ACOs are one way to combine our efforts and be stronger as a 

team. But it only works if everyone pulls their weight. 

You should be able to answer “Yes” to the following questions: 

 Have you assigned a person in your clinic to be your ACO Care Coordinator? 

The most successful clinics in our ACO have a dedicated Care Coordinator who 

brings discipline into the clinic practices. 

 

 Do you know the population of your practice? You should know ALL of your 

Medicare patients who are not assigned to you and bring them onto your ACO Panel. 

 

 Are you training your patients to be ACO Patients? An ACO Patient actively 

participates in their own health care and treats you as the head of their healthcare 

team. Your Patient Satisfaction score with Medicare will drop if you don’t educate 

your patients, leading to reductions in Medicare payments in the future. 

 

 Is your clinic ACO-ready? Do you have your ACO Membership poster hanging? Do 

you have visuals encouraging the appropriate place of service (PCP over Urgent 

Care over ER) and do staff members give the same message consistently? Can your 

patients reach you outside of business hours for urgent medical issues (thus preventing 

unnecessary ER visits)? Top ACO providers create a ACO-centric atmosphere in their 

clinic that emphasizes ACO values, both verbally and non-verbally. 

 

 Are you showing an appropriate Risk Score? Proper ICD-10 codes are one of the 

only ways to show just how sick your patients are, justifying the need to see them more 

often and provide potentially more expensive procedures. Is it time to bring HCC 

coding into your clinical practice? 

 

We are ready to answer any questions you may have as you improve                                               

your practice and reach your full potential. 


